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...a Meeting and a Parting...

Camminando

\[ \text{\textit{Camminando}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Rit.}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{mp} risonante} \]

\[ \text{\textit{a tempo}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Rit.}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Life is at most a Meeting and a Parting;}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{A glimpse into the world of Might-have-been.}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{And standing}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Poco rit.}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Rit.}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{rapt on some new height,}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{We long to build, to build}} \]

Music: Justin Henry Rubin (2016)

Text: Gerald Massey (1828-1907)
Molto rit.  
Rimettendo  
a tempo  
Poco rit.

Ah, could we paint their picture in the mind,
And breathe the bles-sèd breath of Beau-ty back!
We think how on some heavenly day the
Sun Gather'd his glory for a grand repose
with folding stillness, So meek and shadowy...
While Angels walkt our garden of the